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FRESHWATER, SALTWATER 
Grade 8 

 Full Day Program (9:30 am – 2:30 pm) 

   

THEME 

Come on in – the water’s perfect! In the Canadian Wilds we’ll explore the relationship between 

water quality and living things, learn about the biofilter systems that keep our animals happy 

and even do some water testing. Students will discover the importance of water and its global 

distribution through small group activities. Water conservation strategies will be discussed to 

leave students with the knowledge of how they can reduce their water footprint. 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS 

Grade 8 – freshwater and saltwater systems 

SCHEDULE 

 Introduction, followed by some stations to explore our relationship with water around 

the world. 

 Filtration tours. The group will take a tour to see two of our water-loving animals (the 

hippos and penguins) in their habitats to observe aquatic adaptations, as well as get 

a behind-the scenes look at the filtration systems that keep these enclosures clean 

and healthy 

 Lunch (approximately 1 hour) 

 Canadian Wilds Tour. The group will follow maps through our engineered water system 

in the Canadian Wilds to see if they can find examples of aeration, sedimentation, and 

biofiltration 

 Water Testing - a variety of water testing techniques and tools will be used to test and 

compare the quality of a few water sources around the Zoo 
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GOALS 

The freshwater program will allow students to develop an understanding of the importance of 

water for humans and animals, the problems of over usage and pollution, and how we can 

monitor water use and quality. This program is in line with the grade 8 curriculum: freshwater 

and saltwater and gives students a practical approach to testing water quality.  

 

 

OBJECTIVES 

 Students will discover the uneven distribution of freshwater and saltwater across the 

world, and investigate how pollution finds its way into our waterways 

 Students will determine the average amount of water used in everyday activities and 

try to identify areas in their life where they could use less 

 Students will identify what sort of products in a supermarket came from an aquatic 

environment or required a lot of water to make 

 Students will discuss how climate change affects water systems 

 Students will work in small groups to test the quality of tap water, then compare this 

to water quality from other sites around the Zoo, including two habitats 

 

 

OUTCOMES 

 Students will understand the uneven distribution of freshwater across the world, and 

our high demands for it 

 They will be able to discuss how our usage can have a major impact on the environment 

and wildlife, and debate ways to monitor their usage 

 Students should be aware of how much water we are using in our everyday lives and 

feel compelled to reduce their water usage. This will inspire action to reduce water 

usage, and to keep our water clean 

 Students will be able to discuss why we need to monitor our water quality, give 

examples of how this is done, and will carry out a practical water quality test 

 

 

BOOK A PROGRAM! 

Follow the link for booking forms and further information: http://www.calgaryzoo.com/school-

programs/book-your-program 
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